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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 29, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDE~~~ 

FROM: JIM CANNONfA;D BILL SEIDMAN~ 
SUBJECT: Railroad Revitalization Act 

The purpose of this memorandum is to get your decision on 
the three outstanding items proposed by Secretary Coleman 
for inclusion in your railroad bills. 

These outstanding items are discussed in our April 24 
memorandum to you and are further modified here as 
specified in the decisions on the April 25 memo (Tab A) . 

The outstanding issues are: 

a) Should an interest subsidy be a part of the 
loan program? 

b) Should a direct grant to railroads be included 
within the $2 billion loan program? 

c) ICC - Bypass. 

The outstanding questions are: 

1) Should the already announced $2 billion loan 
program include provision for payment of interest on 
the loans? 

OPTIONS: 

a) Include a provision which enables DOT to pay, 
under certain conditions, up to one-half of the 
interest costs on any loans. 

Support: Coleman. 

Oppose: Simon, Dunlop, Seidman, Lynn,Cannon. 

Approve Disapprove 
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b) Provide for DOT to defer payment of the interest 
costs in certain specified cases such as when a 
restructuring or reorganization is clearly in the 
national interest and such restructuring could not 
be accomplished without an initial interest rate 
less than the going rate. 

This proposal would also include authority for the loans 
to be accomplished through the Federal Financing Bank. 
Use of the bank automatically provides the borrower 
with a considerable interest break. 

Support: Simon, Dunlop, Lynn, Cannon. 

Oppose: Coleman. 

Approve _________ Disapprove 

2) Should you propose additional (beyond the $2 
billion loan guarantee program) railroad aid to provide 
emergency rehabilitation? 

OPTIONS: 

a) Permit a portion of the already budgeted 
$2 billion loan guarantee program (approximately 
$600 million) to be used for direct grants at the 
Secretary's discretion to any railroad involved 
in restructuring. This would be a new spending 
program, the justification for which would depend 
on the energy exception. 

Support: Coleman. 

Simon, Lynn, Ca~non, Seidm~.~~ 

Approve D1sapprove~ 

Oppose: 

b) The $2 billion loan program should remain as 
originally proposed; that is, not include a grant 
program. 

Support: Simon, Lynn. 

Oppose: Co lema •. 

Approve . Disapprove ---------
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3) What procedures should govern authority to bypass 
normal ICC procedures in cases where the Secretary determines 
assistance is in the public interest? 

Compromise (between Justice and DOT) bypass 
provision that forces the ICC to act on the 
Secretary's restructuring within 6 months. 
(See Tab B for draft proposal.) 

Support: Levi, Coleman, Dunlop, Cannon, Hills, Seidman. 

Oppose : None. J1AIJ J.-j 
Approve /1/'/( 1 

• 

Disapprove 





THE \NH ITE I-lOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 25, 1975 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: ~CANNON 
BILL SEIDMAN 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JERRYH~ 
Railroad~k.ncy Railroad 
Revitalization Act) 

Your nwmorandum to the President of April 24 on the above subject 
has been reviewed and the following decisions were approved: 

Decision #1 -- The Secretary of Transportation should 
be given the authority to condition, where appropriate, 
loan guarantees and interest subsidies (if authorized) 
upon successful compLetion of a railroad restructuring 
plan (e. g. a merger). 

Decision #2 -- The railroad legislation should not be 
submitted to the Hill until an administrative plan has 
been formulated giving the Secretary of Transportation 
the authority to "trigger" either a bypass of the ICC or 
the use of an expedited newly created regulatory process. 

It is unanimously recomtnended that you direct the 
formation of a drafting cornmittee with representatives 
of your Counsel's Office, DOT, the Attorney General, 

· OMB and the Domestic Council to submit such a plan 
for your approval no later than May 4. 

Please follow-up with the appropriate action. 

Thank you. 

cc: Don Rurnsfeld 

• 
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THE WHITE HOUSE DECISION 

WASHINGTON 

April 24, 1975 

MEMORANDUH FOR THE PRESIDE~~ /J ~ 

FRON: JIH CAJ..'V.NOI{JD.:.."\JD BILL SEIDHANfW _.., 

SUBJECT: RL\IL~OADS (E~1ERGENCY Rfl..ILROAD 
REVITALIZATION ACT) 

I. PURPOSE 

At your economic meeting tomorrow, Secretary Coleman 
will seek your decisions on proposed administration 
legislation designed to help the railroads. 

The general issues are: 

Should you submit railroad legislation limited to 

1} regulatory reform; and, 
2) $2 billion ln loan guarantee; 

..: __ ., ..... ...::1-.:J 

A) ICC by-pass authority; 
B) interest subsidy; 
C) additional $1.2 billion in emergency aid? 

What additional legislation and programs will be 
required to solve the overall railroad problem? 

II. BACKGROUND 

The Nation's economy depends on a functioning U~ S. 
railroad system. Unfortunately, over one-half of the 
trackage in the country is unfit for high-· speed operations 
and accidents and derailments have nearly doubled since 
1967. 

Eight Northeast and Midwest railroads are baPJ<rupt 
(including the Penn Central} , the so-called Granger 
roads in the Plains States are in precarious condition; 
average rates of return are extremely low; and, we 
have just had the largest quarterly deficit in rail 
history. 
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This very serious financial condition has led to a 
nationwide deferred maintenance problem which will 
cost between $5 and $10 billion to remedy. 

Current and proposed Federal activity is concentrated 
in four .general areas: 

efforts to help the bankrupt railroads of the 
Northeast and Midwest through the Regional 
Rail Reorganization Act of 1973; 

financial assistance for all railroads to buy 
rolling stock and to improve the roadbeds and 
other capital investments (through direct 
grants and loan guarantees); 

regulatory reform; and, 

emergency programs of g~ants and loans for 
specific railroads (including those in bank
ruptcy) to overcome the current unemployment, 
energy and cash flow problems. 

There is a strong sense in Congress that something 
needs to be done to help the railroads, but that there 
is a O.anger that the ~roverhment will end up pou:r:ing 
massive Federal funds into th~ railroads without 
solving the problems. 

See Tab A for additional background information and 
Congressional situation. 

ISSUES AND ALTEfu~ATIVES 

You are committed to sending Congress your Railroad 
Revitalization and Energy Transportation Act consisting 
of regulatory reform and $2 billion for loan guarantees.· 

Secretary Coleman has asked you to add interest subsidy, 
ICC by-pass authority and $1.2 billion in additional 
aid (which he calls the "Emergency Railroad Rehabilita
tion Program"). 

One of the reasons for decision now is that hearings 
begin on the railroad rehabilitation issue in the 
Senate COIIL'1lerce Committee on Hay 1 . 
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In addition to this proposed program, other very 
significant railroad issues will be coming to you 
for decision. For example: 

the financial problems of the utilities may 
require some form of government refinancing 
and additional railroad aid may be required 
in the energy independence context. 

many in Congress want to attack our current 
unemployment problem by creating railroad 
jobs with Federal grants. 

See Tab B for a memorandum from Secretary Coleman 
on the issues presented. · 

The following are the 'specific decisions required 
at this time: 

FIRST ISSUE - Should an Interest Subsidy be Added to 
the Loan Guarantee Program? 

Secretary Coleman reco~~ends that an interest subsidy 
be included as a component of the $2 billion loan 
program. This added financial incentive might also 
enable railroads who are in such bad financial 
condition that they cannot apply for a loan without 
;:> 1 r.;>n c:nhc; rlu f-r. f-::>1'"o :::>rln;:.nf-::>,.,.a nf= ~-'ho .,.,..,...,,..,..,.-m - ---·-- -~-..:.-----~ .. --_ ._--:--J_ ... __ --· -------,- -·-. __ ... _ ,......--:·--_-·--

- Under -th1s proposal-,- the --Secre_t_aiy could agree to 
pay up to one-half of the interest costs on the loans. 
This program would cost up to $80 million a year 
for each of the 20 years. 

ALTERl'l"ATIVES 

1. Propose an interest subsidy program as a part 
of the $2 billion loan guarantee proposal. 

Pro: Would create a highly leveraged progr~ 
which, when tied to the ICC by-pass 
provision, permits the Executive •,vide 
latitude in restructuring the railroads 
of loan applicants. 

Con: There are other Federal loan guarantee 
programs which have proponents arguing 
for interest subsidy. It could be argued 
that this is a new spending program . 
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2. Permit some form of.interest payment, or 
deferred payment, under an existing mechanism 
but avoid a direct interest subsidy. (This 
could involve the Secretary allowing railroads 
to finance their loan under the Federal 
Financing Bank or defer interest payments in 
the initial years.) 

Pro: This essentially accomplishes the objectives 
of the proposal by Secretary Coleman for 
interest subsidy without the obvious pre
cedent of an interest subsidy progra@. 

Con: This alternative for direct interest 
subsidy \vould likely be perceived as such 
among the special interest groups who would 
argue for equal treat.TUent for their loan · 
guarantee pr~grams. 

3. Provide no interest-subsidy but state that we 
recognize that some railroads will have a problem 
participating under the loans and that we will 
study the issue and propose remedial legislation, 
if required. 

Pro: Avoids all the problems of interest subsidy 
and candidly admits that additional Federal 
action will likely be required. 

,... - ... Re.:::l u.l i....::, .Lu i...i.lt GvH':J.L.e:::.::. i...ct:i<...!.ul._:l 1...11e .i.n.i. i..:.ia rive 
and, therefore, may result in a worse bill 
than the Secretary's proposal. 

\,..oVJ.l. 

DECISIONS 

1. Propose an interest subsidy progra...rn as a part of 
the $2 billion loan guarantee proposal. 

Approve Disapprove 

2. Permi~ some form of an indirect interest payment 
but avoid a direct interest subsidy. 

Approve Disapprove 

3. Provide no interest subsidy but recognize the 
problem and leave options open for a possible 
later proposal involving an interest subsidy. 

Approve Disapprove 
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SECOND ISSUE - Additional (not in vour FY 76 budget) 
Ra-ilroad Aid to Provide Emergency 
Rehabilitation. 

Secretary Coleman has reco~~ended a $1.2 billion, 
15-month program to help stabilize the deteriorating 
rail roadbed, as well as generate employment in 
productive tasks. The proposal involves additional 
loan guarantees and direct grants. 

All railroads would be eligible to participate. 

The program is in addition to the $2 billion loan 
guarantee program described above. 

No one questions the need for additional Federal 
support for the railroads beyond the $2 billion 
loan guarantee, regulatory reform and efforts to 
salvage the bankrupt railroads in the Northeast and 
Midwest. The issue is whether this new prograrrl 
proposal is the proper response at this time and 
in this form. 

We do not have any firm a·nalysis on the extent to 
which the railroad problem ~s impacting our energy 
nh-io~f-..;'t7.o.C::: 111'ho~of=r\.,-o, t.ro rt,.-, nr.+ h:::l\10 ~ -F;T:rn 
--J-----·--~- -------'"':"'--1 ··- -- ----- -·-"-- __ ..__ .... 
:r:-o:>rrnrn,,;n_rl::t+:-;_0l"\ ::>r +-h; '3 -r; 1"0'? 0:l"\ +-h-:;> -::>:v:+-e:>.-t::: -1:0 r.7h_i~h 

the Federal Government should assist the railroads 
primarily for energy reasons. 

ALTERNATIVES 

1. Include additional funding (approximately $1~2 
billion) over and above the $2 billion loan 
guarantee. 

Pro: This \vill help prevent deterioration of 
the railroad roadbeds and make your 
railroad bill a major new initiative. 

It will tend to preempt other legislation 
being proposed in Congress to link the 
railroad and unemployment problems by · 
providing emergency grants for railroad 
jobs • 
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Con: We should not send up legislation beyond 
that t.o which we are already corru-nitted 
until we have a better understanding of 
the total railroad problem and its relation
ship to other railroad initiatives. 

Such a grant program will not really help 
unemployment in the short term. 

There are difficult issues involved in 
giving taxpayers' funds to solvent railroads. 

There would be potential labor problems 
depending on whether force account or 
contract labor is used. 

2. If you decide in ~avor of the new Railroad 
Rehabilitation Program, the only way to justify it 
under your "no new spending program" decision is 
by relating it to energy. 

A way of explaining the impact of this on your 
"no new spending" decision would be to state that 
the $1.2 billion will be offset against funds 
you have asked the C()ngress to rescind from the 
·Highway Trust Fund. 

;,.ccc.r.d.i:;:igly, if you de:cidc to gc; .. ;.;_i th _the: ._IJ.c;;;; p~c_- __ 
nr;:,m ;-r r::.n ho p•rnl;:,-lnorl ;:,c:; h::.vinrr on<=>rrru imn::>rt-
J --- - - ~ -~ ~-- -· - ~ . . ..... .L. _. - ' ' ' ..,. - - .... --- -

and is thus an energy exception. 

3. Provide up to $600 million in grants within thE 
$2 billion funding level already established. 

This is the amount of grants in the Senate's 
Emergency Employment Appropriation Act, reported 
out of Committee on April 22. Would leave $1.4 
billion in loan guarantees. 

Use of grants would be restricted to bankrupt 
railroads and a limited number of special purposes 
designated by the Secretary {e.g., as incentive 
for merger or joint use of track).· 

Pro: Would have same basic benefits as Alternative 
1 (prevent deterioration, preempt other
legislation) , while avoiding some of the 
dra\.;backs. F_or example, it would pinpoint 
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the assistance where needed most -- on 
b2.nk:::-upts. Avoids most of the problem 
of giving taxpayers' funds to solvent 
railroads. There is already a precedent 
for funding bankrupt lines. 

Con: It could be argued that the $600 million 
in grants would violate your policy of 
no new spending progrruus. 

DECISIONS 

1. Include additional funding (approximately $1.2 
billion) over and above the $2 billion loan 
guarantee. 

Approve Disapprove 

2. If you approve number 1 above, justify the 
program addition by relating it to "energy 
independence." 

3. 

Approve Disapprove 

Provide up to $600 million of program grants 
within the $2 billion loan program. 

~. 

Some of your advisers believe that the railroad issue 
must be considered in total and that an intensive 
examination of alternative approaches such as the 
controlled transfer system discussed briefly in Tab B 
should first be completed . 
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THIRD ISSUE - "By-Pass" or Reform Existing ICC 
Authority Over Railroad Restructuring 
When Federal Financial Assistance Is 
Offered. 

There is general agreement within the Executive 
Branch that the railroads are in serious need of 
restructuring to eliminate excess capacity. The 
problem is the cumbersome regulatory procedures 
administered by the ICC. Efforts to restructure 
through merger or various cooperative agreements 
in the past have failed, in part, due to the length 
of time involved in getting ICC approval. 

The Secretary of Transportation proposes that the.ICC 
be "bypassed" wherever a railroad restructuring pro
posal approved by the DOT also requires federal 
financial assistance. Thus,·tne Secretary would 
impose a restructuring plan (merger or other 
cooperative agreement) as a condition to his grant 
of a loan guarantee or interest subsidy and the ICC 
would have little or no authority to approve or 
disapprove such restructuring plan. Instead, the 
approval procedures <.·muld be moved, by legislation 
to"the DOT which would conduct appropriate, but 
more expeditious, hearings. 

Secretary Coleman feels strongly that the impetus 
for restructuring reform needs additional Federal 
financial assistance such as the "intere~t subsidy" 
discussed elsewhere. 

The ICC would retain authority in all railroad 
restructuring that d~d not require Federal financial 
assistance. 

The Attorney General rai~es these issues~ 

1. Should the Secretary of Transportation, who 
creates a railroad restructuring plan as a 
condition of a loan guarantee or interest 
subsidy, also have the authority to resolve 
all third party (shippers, competitors, 
public representatives) complaints about_ 
that plan. 

-::- .. ~ T • - • • 
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2. He states that basic questions ("not 
mechanical details") have not been resolved 
as to how regulatory action can be expedited 
and still protect the legitimate interests 
of third parties in an expedited hearing 
procedure with fast judicial review. 

3. Finally, he strongly states that before any 
legislation is sent to the Hill, decisions 
must be made on which he wishes to be heard, 
as to the appropriate relationship between 
the Secretary and the Attorney General. 
Specifically, what type of consultation or 
concurrence from the Attorney Gene~al will 
be required? He states that, at the least, 
the Attorney General must be required to 
givE~ specific r,easons in \·Triting to backup 
his advice or consent. 

All your advisers agree that .your railroad legislation 
should not be submitted without proposals for effective 
reform of the ICC or for bypassing the ICC. 

The legislative office believes there may be a better 
chance to drastically reform the ICC with a "super" 
new hearing panel than to give ICC control over rail
road restructuring (where Federally financed) to DOT. 

The Cou~sel's o££ice as~ees that ~xis~inG T~~ 
procedures must be bypass~d as a condition for 

. granting loan guarantees or interest subsidies and 
that the Secretary of Transportation should have 
the authority to "trigger" the bypass-procedures 
but believes that both the Attorney General and 
the Secretary must clarify their positions before 
a decision can be nade as to whether the bypass 
should be to: 

(i) 
(ii) 
{iii) 

the DOT; 
an expedited "super" ICC hearing pa.nel;. or 
a separate agency. 

Decision #1 

The Secretary of Transportation should be given the 
authority to condition, where appropriate, loan 
guarantees and interest subsidies {if authorized) 
upon the successful completion of a railroad re
structuring plan (e.g. a merger} • 
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Pro: all the reasons "set forth above which suggest 
that such inducements are necessary to pre
serve a privately operated rail system. 

Con: the use of federal financial assistance to 
foster mergers between privately owned 
companies is anti-competitive and bad public 
policy. 

Favor: DOT, OMB, Domestic Council, and Counsel's 
Office. 

Oppose: No one 

APPROve DISAPPROVE ---- ---
Decision #2 

The railroad legislation should not be submitted 
to the Hill until an administrative plan has been 
formulated giving the Secretary of Transportation 
the authority to "trigger" either a bypass of the 
ICC or the use of an expedited newly created 
regulatory process. 

All your advisers agree that such a plan must be 
formulat.ed except the At.torney General 'tvho reserves 
judgment, and Secretary Coleman insists tha~ thP 
"plan" be fomula-ted within one \~leek. 

It is unanimously recon~ended that you direct the 
formation of a drafting committee \'lith representatives 
of your Counsel's Office, DOT 1 the A-ttorney General, 
OMB and the Domestic Council to submit such a plan 
for your approval no later than May 4. 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE ---- ---

-- -----------·---- --·--··--- ------------------------------- ---~---------.---.- .------ .. 
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BACKGROUND -------· 

l. Condition of the Railroads and Statement of the 
Probler<l 

The Ame~ican railroads-are essential to the nation's 
economy and are in danger of collapsing. Host freight is 
transported by the railroads (38% of ton-miles transported) 
and many basic products and commodities rely nearly 
exclusively on the railroads. For example, they transport 
70% of the coal produced, utilizing 81% of the nation's 
mainline tracks. 

Over one-half of the trackage in the country is unfit 
for highspeed operations. For safety reasons, trains are 
operating· under Federal "slow orders" on nearly 50% of their 
tracks and at speed under lO.miles pe:r:.-fiour for 20% of the 
tracks. Accidents and derailments have nearly doubled since 
1967. Because of inefficient equipment and operating 
methods 1 a typical freight car moves· loaded only 23 days 
a year. 

The railroads are in very poor financial condition. 

.... - .. 
/ . 

Eight Northeast and Midwes·t railroads are bankrupt (including 
Penn Central) 1 the so-called Granger roads in the Plains 
States are in precarious financial condition; average, 
industry-wide rates of return are 3% or less; and, they 

·just had the largest quarterly deficit in rail history. 
7\---- .L-1-.-.. --..!--.!--, .C---•--~ 
.&.~U'-..I.,U.':' fo...o...l.L"- .t:-'...L.. -L...J..L ...... ...J...l:-'U..J..." .J....ci\....l-\.Jj_ ~ 

financial condition are: 

A) Outdated government regulation. 
B) Archaic work rules, 
C) GoverTh~ent subsidies to competing modes 

(such as barges and motor carriers). 

These difficulties have resulted in the critical 
problem of redundant rail facilities and excess competition. fP The magnitude of this problem is most clearly demonstrated 
by the severe physical deterioration in L~e rail industry. 
Recently, expenditures on track maintenance have fallen 
short of the amount needed by $1 billion per year. 

This has led to.a deferred maintenance problem which 
will cost bet-v1een $5 - 10 billion to remedy. There is 
\videspread sentiment in the rail industry and Congress 
that the Federal govern...~ent should pay for a major part 
of this expense. The deferred maintenance problem is 
concentrated mostly in the Northeast and Granger states. 
Thus, a sound solution to the Northeast bankruptcy probl~~ 
should, go a long way tov1ard achieving a nationwide solution . 

. . ·- -_ .:. ' .. ~·-
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2. Current Situation 

Based on the history of government involvement in 
the railroad problem over the last several years, it is 
perhaps easiest to view the current situation in four 
categories of existing or proposed Federal involvement: 

A) Efforts to help the seven bankrupt railroads 
in the Northeast and Midwest -- through the 
Rail ReorganizatDnal Act of 1973 and the attempts 
to create Conrail; 

B) Financial assistance for all railroads to buy 
rolling stock and to improve the roadbeds and 
other capital inveitments (through direct grants 
and loan guarantee~) ; 

C) Regulatory reform; and, 

D) Emergency programs of grants and loans for 
specific railroads (including those in bankruptcy) 
to overcome the current unemployment, energy and 
cash flow problems. 

These efforts and this memorandum do not consider the 
Federal involvement in rail passenger service. Essentially, 
_1\ ... HTRAl\ and the Federal efforts to upgrade the Northeast-
(';uL·.c ldor ar:e :Oeinq dealt ·Hi th sepa-rately."- · ---- --

Briefly, the follov1ing is a snapshot of where we are 
in each of the above categories. 

Bankrupt Railroads. For the past year, the U. S. 
Railway Association (USR.Z\) has been designing a 
new rail system for the Northeast, to be owned and 
run by a new private corporation, the Consolidated 
Rail Corporation {ConRail). Two monL~s ago, USR~ 
publish~d its preliminary plan, indicating that 
ConRail would require $3 billion in Federal financing 
and would be federally controlled for at least 10 · 
years. The Ad111inistration is aiming to develop a 
position on this plan by early Hay. An interagency 
task group has been established by the Economic 
Policy Board, under Secretary Coleman's leadership, 
to explore various alternatives to USRA's plan. 
This should result in an Administration legisla·ti ve 
proposal, including both financing provisions and 
technical amendments to the Regional Rail Reorganizatioi 
Act. USRA \vill submit its final plan to -Congress 
by July 26 . 
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Capital Assistance~ There have been a host of 
proposals ranging fran Federal purchase of the 
railrqad rights-of-way to modest loans for the 
railroads designed to permit all the railroads 
to upgrade their capital plants. The Administra
tion approach has been to offer $2 billion loan 
guarantee program which we attached to our 
regulatory reform proposal several years ago. 
These loans would be used by any U. S. railroad 
wherever located and regardless of their financial 
condition. 

Regulatory R:2for:m. The proposed bill '"ill: permit 
increased pricing flexibility; expedite rate-making 
procedures; outlaw anti-competitive rate bureau 
practices; and improve the procedures for dealing 
wit-h interstate rai"l rates. In addition, the bill 
will outlaw discriminatory taxation of the rail 
industry. 

Emergency Programs. Host of the one-shot emergency 
railroad programs have-been designed to cope with 
the unemployment problem. There are a host of 
specific proposals before Congress, including a 
$700 million railroad employment proposal that 
has been agreed to by the senior members of t.he 
Senate Appropriations Committee. Most of these 
hills are ad hoc and orovide qrants and lGans to 

-bE; Use·d by_ th-e rciilroads· as a mea11Ei of putti119" ~- --- --·- -----
more track maintenance people to work. They are 
not designed to deal comprehensively -.v-ith the 
overall railroad problem and it is not clear 
how they fit into other pieces of.the solution. 

Congressional Response 

As indicated in the foregoing section, Congress is 
groping w-ith the overall railroad proble-n. There is a 
strong sense in Congress that something needs to be done 
and that there is a great danger that the government will 
end up pouring massive Federal funds into the railroads 
vTithout satisfactory protection of its investment or ever 
coming to grips with the root causes of the railroad problem. 
The range of solutions which have been suggested cover the 
whole spectru.--rt from nationalization to doing nothing. 
For · example, Senators Hartke and '-Jeicker have introduced 
le~islation to nationalize the railroads rights-of-way 
and Senator Randolph has submitted a bill to provice 
$- . billion to upgrade the tracks . 
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Senate Appropriations Cor;ull.ittee has included $700:-1 
for Railroad ImproveDent and Empldyment in the $6B Emergency 
Unemployment Supplemental which will be reported out of 
co~~littee April 23. The Senate Co~~erce Co~~ittee is 
expected to have authorization hearings on the rail im
provement proposal the week of May l and Senate action is 
expected by mid May. Similar rapid action by the House is 
expected. Senators McClellan, Bayh, Randolph and Hartke 
strongly support the $700M proposed ($600M in grants and 
$lOON inloans). 

Q.. 

It is c~ar that Congress has not yet taken a look at 
the entire railroad problem comprehensively covering the 
near-term employment and cash flm.; problems along \·Ti th 
the long-term bankruptcy and rights-of-way maintenance 
issues. More distressingly, there is a strong likelihood 
that Congress will pass ad hoc emergency grant and loan . 
programs without the necessil-ry regulatory reform. 

-~--------------.~ -~;-:--·7--:----··-. -~ 
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COUNCIL o;: ECON0~.1lC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2.')5\:o 

. April 23, 1975 

HE~·!ORANDUH FOR AL:"l . .N GREENSPAN 

FROI·l: J~~iller III 

SUBJECT: US~~'s PSP and The Need for 
of an Alternative Approach 

Background 

an Intensive E:z:aminatio!1 

On February 26, 1975, the United States Raih·1ay Associatio:-t 
(USR.:l\.) issued its Preliminary System Plan (PSP) for restructurinq 
the seven.bankrupt railroads in the ~idwest and Northeast region: 
Under the PSP, portions of the bankrupt system would be transferr2d 
to the Norfolk and I·Testern {N&H) and Chessie syste:r.J.; the rest, 
minus some light density lines, would be consolidated into 
a government-sponsored ConRail system. Although ConRail is 
projected by USP-A to generate positive ·net income by 1978, needed 
investments for rehabilitation \•Till cause a negative cash flo\v 
for 12 to 14 years. USRA estimates that $3 billion in Federal 
government assistance \·Jill be needed during this period_ . 

A±ter hearing co~ments from the Administration, the ICC, 
and other interested parties, USRA \·7ill sub:mi t its Final System 
Plan (FSP) on July 26, 1975~ Unless at least one House of Congress 
passes a resolution rejecting the FSP, it becomes effective on 
September 26, 1975. According to best information, USPA plans 
no significant modifications in the PSP. 

This memorandum highlights the frailities of the PSP and 
reco~~ends an intensive examination of controlled transfer 
of the bankrupt properties to solvent rail carriers prior.to 
the Administration's adoption of a position on the PSP. The 
controlled transfer alternative has not bee~ seriously consideredr 
mainly because of alleged political infeasibility. The stakes, 
however, are high. The PSP is likely to involve much higher 
fiscal support than now envisioned and eventually produce 
a set of economic and political circumstances leading directly 
to ·the nationalization of the system. Controlled transfer appears 
to be the only viable alternative . 
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-~ajar Defects of the PSP 

1. Although the PSP calls for a competitive three-carrier 
syste~ in the region, the amount of co~petitive service 
surviving under the PSP could be significantly less than 
exists today. 

2. ConRail would not be viable: 

a) Projectio~s of anhual revenue increases-of $200 
million are unlikely to be realized because traffic 
growth and rate increases would not be forthcoming 
at ass~ed rates. 

b) Rehabilitation costs are underestimated; most analysts 
believe that the $3 billion estimate is overly opti~isti 

c) ConRail management is an unknm·m; it cannot be relied 
upon to bring about $100 million in cost reductions 
from increased efficiency·, as USF..A has assUL""Tted. 

3. Given the curr~nt negative cash flow of $30-100 million, 
a l"ikely result of the plan ·is the granting of an annual 
s~bsidy of $0.5 to $1.5 billion. In the end this would 
lead to Federal oHnership, since ConRail "\·70uld be obtainina 
its capital and part of its operating ·subsidy from the _, 
Federal budget. 

-----~---·-----· .. ----:.._ ------- -----------

1. 

........ · 

. . . 
The objective should be to merge the profitable.parts of the 
Penn Central system with solvent lines in order to create 
a viable private sector transportation system characterized 
by a nll!-nber o:E competing rail carriers. Ho\·7ever, none of th 
research and policy analysis to date has addressed the 
problem of specifying those mergers 'i.·lhich "\·muld secure 
these ends. (USP~ rejected this alternative because it. 
perceived (erroneously) little interest on the part of 
solvent carriers in purchasing portions of the region's . . . . \ 
ra1.l sys;::e:m., · 

-
·-- --·z:---·There are, hm·1ever, several promising options:· 

a,} Berger of the four 1.·1estern lines to Chicago and St:. Loui 
with: (i) N&W, (ii) Chessie, (iii) "Pennsylvania"v and 
(iv} "Central". By demerging the Penn Central and 
providing soffie subsidies for roadbed and capital 
irnp=oveQents to the demerged parts, they could be 
made attractive& 
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b) Merger of the profitable links in the Penn Central 
and. Erie Laka~·7anna into the N&'i-7 and Chessie. This 
leaves only two carriers, since ConRail would be left 
with the dregs of the Penn Central (50% of the 
trackage, at least). 

c)· Selling off anything anyone \·:ants to buy. Some purchase 
\'lOUld be other lines, others \·iOUld be net;•l railroads. 

3. · Advant·a·ges· and disaC.vantages: 

-· a) The principles are correct: 

{iY Each of the proposed mergers reduce the potential 
for governmental support and hidden subsidy; 

(ii} Such rnsrgers reduce the likelihood of outright 
nationalization of the region's rail systen £ive ye 
from nmv; and · · 

(iii) The first option, along with deregulation, makei 
- possible ef£ecti ve intermqdal competition for bulk 
fre~ght bet\·leen regions of the country. · 

b) There are operational diffic?lties: 

(i) 

· . .;. .... _ .. 

None of these options have been thorouqhlv 
J..nvestiaated and the time frame for ;4 ~-:>C'i..~i.~:-~ 

J -

-on thls m=-tter· is- extremel v short. rrhere has 
been considerable interest in controlled transfer 
by sol vent HidHest, \·;'estern, and Southern lines, 
although this interest has been dwnpened by U3P~~ 1 s 
negative response. \·i'ork uould have to be done 

. by DOT, Treasury I m·1B r and CEA to establish a-'c leas· 
the basis for possible transactions before offerins· 
any of these options for inclusion in the FSP or 
proposing _!:h~~- 4.?.--~ectly __ to .Cong::r:-ess • 

-. -----·.· -------~- .. 
.. -·----·- . . -. 

( 

(ii) There are politic~l problems. ConRail would be 
l---__ ·- __ ;_ .J.e£t ,,,i th the hopeless lli-les and the need to go to 

---·· -. 

- ·- Cor1gress for an annual subsidy. On the \·Thole 1 this 
is less palatable to legislatori than is the cross
subsidy implicit in the PSP. 

:. = 

-.. : -· .·. -· 
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(a) As a condition for receiving financial assistance pursuant to 

this section, the Sec ret.:uy 1r1ay require an applicant to enter into 

an agreen1ent with another applicant or with another railroad \Vith 

respect to rnerger, consolidation, control, joint use of tracks, 

terminals, or other facilities, or the acquisition or sale of assets. 

This section does not confer authority upon the Secretary to 

require non-applicants to enter into an agreement with an applicant. 

(b) The Secretary shall publish regulations in accordance with 

5 U.S. C. 533 to establish the procedures for applying for Federal 

assistance pursuant to this Act and the inforn1ation and data \vhich 

must be submitted by each applicant. 

(c) If an application is n1ade and the Secretary determines to 

condition the granting of financial assistance upon an agreement 

for restructuring, the Secretary shall provide reasonable notice· 

in the Federal Register of the application and the proposed 

agreernent. In addition, the Secretary shall provide reasonable 

written notice to the Attorney General of the United States and 

to each Governor of a state in which an applicant or proposed 

party to the agreernent operates. The Attorney General shall 

review the proposed agreenv~nt and shall advise the Secretary in 

writing of his views of the agreement. The Secretary shall provide 
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an opportunity to any interested person to subrnit written comn:ents 

and shall provide an opportunity for an informal oral hearing 

regarding the proposed agreement. 

(d} The Secretary shall review the written and oral comments. 

He shall then give notice in the Federal Register of any changes 

in the proposed agreement which he has made after review of 

the comments and shall provide an opportunity to the public to 

comn1ent on the changes. 

(e) The Secretary and the Commission shall adrninster the 

provisions of this Act in light of the declara_tion and purposes of 

this Act and shall find a proposed transacticl"! is in the public 

interest if the efficiency gains substantially outweigh any adverse 

effects on competition; provided that the proposed transaction shall 

be determined to be the least anti-competitive alternative available. 

(f) After completing the procedures called for in the preceding 

paragraphs, the Secretary shall make a determination 'vhether the 

proposed agree:rnent is in the public interest and consistent with 

this AcL If the Secretary makes an affirmative determination, he 

shall so certify his findings, the basis therefor, and the proposed 

agreenwnt in writing to the Interstate Comn~erce Comrnission. The 

Secretary may not certify any agreement unless it provides labor 

p:totection at least equal to the protecti·::m afforded by section 5(2}(f) 

of ilw Jn1.."' rstate Cornrnerce Act • 

• 
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(g) If the Secretary so certifies in accordance \,Vith subsection (f), 

the Interstate Commerce Commi~sio11 shall consider the Secretary's 

findings and the agreement pursuant to section 5(2) of the Interstate 

Commerce Act, except as hereafter provided. The Comn1ission 

·must complete any hearings it deem.s necessary within 120 days 

of the receipt of the certification and must render a final decision 

within 180 days of the receipt of the certification, unless the· 

Secretary provides in the certification for longer time periods. 

Any hearings deemed necessary shall be held directly before a panel 

of the Commissioners of the Interstate Commerce Con1.mission. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 5(2), the Commission shall 

not disapprove or modify an agreer:n8nt unless the Commission 

finds there is clear and convincing evidence the agreement is 

not in the public interest as defined in subsection (e). The pr ote st3,nts 

to such an agreement shall have the burden to prove that such a 

certified agreement is not in the public interest. 

(h) If the Com1nission shall fail to 1·ender a decision under this 

Act within the required time period, the Comm.ission shall certify to 

the Secretary the proceedings before the Commission within 3 days 

of the end of its period for decision. Subject to the concurrence of 

the Attorney General, the Secretary shall review all rnaterial and 

inforrnation he deems relevant and n1ay withdraw, modify, or approve 

the proposed agreement accordingly. Agreements approved by the 
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Secretary pursuant to this subsection (h) shall be deemed final 

and lawful and sli.all not he subject to section 5(2) of the Interstc;.tc 

fw. "'\ ~ C.t.~ \ .<1Vv1 
Commerce Act. .f'lhrdings of the Secretary pursuant to this subsection 

may be. appealed only to the Circuit Court of Appeals for the 

District of Columbia and may not be held contrary to this Act 

unless it is found that there is clear and convincing evidence 

that the Secretary 1s approval is not in the public interest or is 

without observance of the procedure required by this Act. 

(i) Agreements approved pursuant to this section shall not 

be subject to the operation of the antitrust lav:s and any other restraints, 

limitations, and prohibitions of law, Federal, state· or 1nunicipal. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHiNGTON 

April 30, 1975 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: BILL SEIDMAN 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Railroad Revitalization Act 

Your memorandum to the President of April 29 on the above subject 
has been reviewed and the following was noted: 

1) Should the already announced $2 bj llion loan 
program include provision for payment of interest 
on the loans? 

The following notation was made: 

-- Seems to me on # 1 (a) and (b) one could argue 
that Sec. of DOT should have both authorities. The 
availability of such flexibility would give him option 
to meet the different problems that are bound to arise. 

Reaction? 

2) Should y~u propo~e additional (beyond the $2 billion 
loan guarantee program) railroad aid to provide emergency 
r e ha bili ta tion ?· 

a) Permit a portion of the already budgeted $2 biilion 
Loan guarantee program (approximately $600 miltion) 
to be used for direct grants at the Secretary's discretion 
to any railroad involved in restructuring. Disapprove • 
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b) The $2 billion loan program should remain as 
originally proposed; that is, not include a grant 
program. Approve. 

3) What procedures should govern authority to bypass 
normal ICC procedures in cases where the Secretary 
determines assistance is in the public interest? 

Compromise {between Justice and DOT) bypass 
provision that forces the ICC to act on the Secretary's 
restructuring within 6 months. Approve •. 

Please follow-up with the appropriate action. 

Thank you. 

cc: Don Rumsfeld 
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